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Do you want to bring classic English literature to your home, but find Beowulf inaccessible?
Then this short story may be the right bridge between then and now! Set in Englishland, in the
mode of an Anglo-Saxon epic, it describes brave young John MacKinnon's furious recitation
against a dreaded ogre. Unlike actual Anglo-Saxon epics, this story does not involve ripping off
the ogre's arm to beat him with it, although it does involve a living desk named Allfale. Also, a
word of caution to the parents of younger children: while brave young John MacKinnon is a hero,
things do not always end well for heroes, even in fables and stories.

About the AuthorKaren Frost is an armchair pop culture pundit and blogger. She loves YAhigh
fantasy and wants to introduce more lady knights and mages in theliterary world. Karen lives just
outside of Washington, D.C.
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The Song of John MacKinnon In Englishland, there was a terrible drought. Across the
classroom, students were desperate for a few, tiny extra-credit assignments, hoping thus to
supplement their meagre grades and so to survive the coming winter. Towards the setting sun,
before the impassable mountains that defined this vast kingdom, lived a humble student.&nbs
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Jess, “Ogres and English - a deadly combination!. This is an engaging tale that anyone who has
had a tyrannical English instructor can relate to. Very well written, the author draws on our
memories of English classes in high school or university, making us cheer on the hero to victory
in Englishland. Featuring a deadly ogre and a courageous knight, it's an allegorical tale that
those who appreciate Anglo Saxon lore will especially enjoy.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great story!. This is a great story for young adult reader! They will be able
identify with hero of the story as well as his nemesis. My kids loved it!”

The book by Justin Johnson has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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